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Dead-in-shell positions of near-term ostrich embryos
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Abstract
The patterns of embryonic development in ostriches, especially in the last stage of hatching, are still
not well understood. This study examined between 3468 and 3484 dead-in-shell (DIS) eggs with chicks that
died between day 35 and day 42 of artificial incubation. Most DIS chicks were positioned correctly with their
heads towards the air cell (52.6%). DIS chicks that positioned their heads near the equator of the egg
amounted to 46.5%, while a small percentage (0.9%) were positioned with their upper body towards the
bottom of the egg. More DIS chicks tended to pip internally near the equator of the egg (37.6%) than DIS
chicks that pipped internally through the membranes into the air cell (34.4%). Most DIS chicks had their
heads turned in the correct position from left to right (54.4%), though their beaks were mostly positioned
towards the air cell (52.9%). The highest percentage of DIS chicks had their feet in the upwards position
(52.4%), while 46% had their feet across or below the head. The wings of all DIS chicks were positioned next
to the body. Results from the study showed that most of the DIS chicks were roughly in the correct position,
but were still unable to hatch. This warrants future research to investigate the reasons that prevent correctly
positioned chicks from hatching.
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Introduction
Ostriches are an important commercial species in South Africa. Problems of egg quality such as shell
thickness, hatching and embryonic development of these economically important domesticated birds are
relatively well understood and described, but there is little information on embryogenesis and hatching
problems specifically related to ostriches. Artificially incubated ostrich eggs generally have a lower hatching
success rate than most domesticated poultry species, with high chick mortality in the period close to pipping
(internal pipping through the membrane and external pipping through egg shell) and hatching. A particularly
poor understanding of patterns of embryonic development around this period contributes to the high
incidence of embryonic mortality (Deeming et al., 1993). Developing ostrich chicks start to turn themselves in
the egg to assume the correct pipping position from day 35 of incubation (Deeming, 1994; 1997). Deeming
(1995) reported that the correct pipping position for ostrich embryos is reached by day 42 of incubation, with
the neck of the chick lying from left to right, with the right foot next to the beak and the left foot positioned in
the nape of the neck.
Brown et al. (1996), Deeming (1997) and Ipek & Sahan (2004) reported that malpositioning of
embryos next to the air cell generally results in more than 55% of embryonic mortality, with more than 70% of
all DIS cases occurring during the pipping stage. It has been suggested that these losses are caused mainly
by ineffective incubation equipment, which results in high relative humidity, overheating and often inadequate
hygiene management (Brown et al., 1996; Van Schalkwyk et al., 1996). This observation has been confirmed
in studies by Sahan (2003) and Ipek & Sahan (2004). About 25% of all fertile eggs that failed to hatch
contain chicks in one or more of several malpositions (Byerly & Olsen, 1936). Successful artificial incubation
is also affected by a number of factors, such as female age, season, and storage conditions of eggs prior to
setting in the incubator, as well as the type of incubator (Blood et al., 1998; Van Schalkwyk, 1999; Brand et
al., 2007; 2008; 2011). A better understanding of the positions in which chicks succumb may contribute to
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deeper perception of the development of the chick in the period immediately before hatching. The aim of this
study was thus to investigate the positions of the DIS chick and its body parts to improve the understanding
of factors that prevent healthy ostrich chicks from hatching.

Materials and Methods
Eggs were obtained from the commercial ostrich breeding flock at Oudtshoorn Research Farm in the
Klein Karoo region of South Africa in the 2006–2008 breeding seasons. Specifics about the flock,
management and feeding program are described by Van Schalkwyk et al. (1996), Bunter & Cloete (2004)
and Brand et al. (2007). Eggs used in this study included three genotypes, namely: South African Blacks,
Zimbabwean Blues, Kenyan Red Necks, and various combinations of these breeds.
Between 3472 and 3484 records were used from eggs with DIS embryos 35 days and older. The
normal position of the embryo before pipping was used as a reference to identify embryos in malposition
(Deeming, 1995). Eggs were collected daily, weighed, and identified by date and paddock (female) of origin.
Methods for collection, sanitation and storage at the experimental site were well documented (Van
Schalkwyk et al., 1998; 1999; Brand et al., 2007). Details of the incubators and incubation procedures were
provided by Cloete et al. (2001) and Brand et al. (2007; 2011).
On day 44 of incubation, eggs that had not hatched were candled to see whether movement could be
detected, which would indicate that internal pipping had occurred. These eggs were then opened manually at
the air sac area, and the position of the embryo and point of internal pipping, if any, were noted. If internal
pipping had taken place, the location was noted. The positions of DIS chicks of all eggs were documented
and described, as well as the position of the head, legs, beak and wings. Where appropriate, closely related
positions were pooled to ensure that fewer positions were considered, and that positions were represented
by as many eggs as possible.
The frequencies of embryos positioned with their heads near the top (near the air cell), equator, and
bottom of the eggs were compared with the one-sample Chi²-test (Van Ark, 1990). The frequencies of DIS
embryos conforming to specific positions of the head, beak, feet and wing were compared similarly. In these
tests, the observed frequencies were assessed against the hypothesis that all the frequencies were even, as
described by Van Ark (1990).

Results
The large number of permutations describing the positions for each of the DIS chicks, its head, feet
and beak complicated analysis. The positions for each body part were categorised to ensure adequate
numbers for the simplified permutations (Figure 1). Frequencies for the positions of DIS chicks are shown in
Table 1. The frequencies of DIS chicks positioned correctly with their heads directed towards the air cell
(52.6%), and those turned with their heads midway towards the air cell (46.5%) were higher (P < 0.05) than
the minority group, with their heads positioned towards the bottom of the egg (0.9%). In 26.8% of DIS eggs,
no signs of internal pipping were observed. Slightly more DIS chicks tended to pip internally at the equator of
the egg (37.6%) than DIS chicks that pipped internally through the membranes into the air cell (34.4%). Only
a small percentage of chicks (1.2%) managed to pip internally at the bottom of the egg.

Head position

Head position

A

B

Figure 1 Malposition of dead-in-shell chick with head positioned towards the bottom of the egg (A) and
malposition of dead-in-shell chick with head midway towards the air cell (B)
The air cell is denoted with a cross on the egg-shell surface in Figure 1B.
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Table 1 The different positions of dead-in-shell ostrich chicks for the 2006 - 2008 breeding seasons
Description
Chick position

Number of
records
3482

Embryo orientation
Top by air sac (normal)

52.6

Middle

46.5

Bottom

0.9

Chi² (df* = 2)
Internal pipping
position

1672
3484

None

26.8

Top by air sac

34.4

Intermediate of egg

37.6

Bottom
Chi² (df* = 3)
Head position

3474

Normal (left to right)

54.4

Right to left

44.6

On thigh

0.2

On body

0.7

On wing

0.1
5130

3468

Turned upwards (normal)
Across or below feet
Across wing

1.3
44.1
1.0

Pointed downwards

0.6
4772

3484

Turned upwards (normal)

52.4

Across or below head

46.0

Across or below neck

1.6

Other

0.1

Chi² (df* = 3)
Wing position

52.9

Across or below thighs

Chi² (df* = 4)
Feet position

1.2
1139

Chi² (df* = 4)
Beak position

Proportion
(%)

3286
3472

Next to body (normal)

100

The highest percentage of DIS chicks had their heads turned from left to right (54.4%; considered the
correct position) or from right to left (44.6%). A small number of DIS chicks had their heads in a host of
alternate positions, such as on either thigh, on various locations on the body, or turned down and lying on
either wing. The most common position for the beak was turned towards the air cell (52.9%; considered the
correct position) and across either wing (44.1%). Positions that occurred at lower frequencies included the
beak lying across or below the feet, across or below either thigh, and pointed downwards.
The highest percentage of DIS chicks had their feet in the upwards position (52.4%), while 46% had
their feet across or below the head. A small number had their feet across or below the neck or placed
elsewhere. The wings were positioned next to the body for all DIS chicks.

Discussion
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A definite pattern was evident for the position of each of the limbs. Most chicks tended to assume the
correct pipping position as described by Deeming (1995). Although a high proportion of DIS chicks in the
present study were in the correct position, a substantial proportion that pipped internally were positioned with
their heads in the equator of the egg. Only a small number (0.9%) was presented with their heads towards
the bottom of the egg, away from the air cell, and only 1.2% pipped internally at the bottom of the egg. This
finding differs from that of Deeming (1995), who reported that the most common malposition for ostrich
embryos is with the head at the opposite end from the air cell. The findings of the current study, however,
correspond with those of Ley et al. (1986), who stated that chicks with pipping positions away from the air
cell were more likely to succumb to suffocation because they would be unable to penetrate the air cell. If
external pipping did occur in these positions, then it is possible that up to 65% of chicks would survive to
hatching (Brand et al., 2011).
The authors’ observations on head positions corresponded with the findings by Deeming (1995), who
reported that chicks may also be positioned with their heads to the left, instead of to the right, while some get
their heads stuck across their right leg, or the right foot becomes stuck over the head or in the beak.
Although pipping would still be possible, even though the heads were positioned towards the right, chicks
would not be able to pip if the head or beak were obstructed in any way. Results from the current study could
be compared with observations by Brown et al. (1996) that common malpositions were legs facing upwards,
but with the head facing the opposite pole, with chicks on their sides with their legs in the middle of the egg,
with the head turned towards the air cell or towards the bottom of the egg.
The ideal positioning for the feet would be in the upwards position, because they are used in the hatching
process to kick against the eggshell (Deeming, 1994). Deeming (1995) also identified the foot positioned on
the underside of the head as a problem that prevents some chicks from hatching. The wing position of
ostrich chicks differs from that of chickens, where the beak is positioned under the wing at the time of
hatching (Deeming, 1994). This study did not attempt to compare malpositions of DIS ostrich chicks with
positions in chickens.
Results from the current study showed that approximately 50% of the DIS chicks were correctly
positioned, thus making suffocation because of a malposition unlikely. Contributing factors to the inability of
the chicks to hatch could include eggshells that were too thick, making it impossible for chicks to break the
shell, low eggshell porosity limiting the oxygen supply, insufficient water loss, causing oedema and excess
water loss, causing dehydration (Deeming et al., 1993; Brown et al., 1996).

Conclusion
It appears that deviations from the normal hatching position vary greatly in ostrich chicks. The current
research indicates that about 50% of the chicks that failed to hatch could not complete the required rotation
on day 35 and therefore suffocated in the egg. Although the rest of the DIS chicks were in approximately the
correct position, they failed to hatch. The reasons for this warrants further research, which is also needed to
refine the DIS positions before trying to classifying them.
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